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account. The union cupboard approved amendments to the overarching Electricity Act,

2003, through the Electricity modification Bill, 2014, on eleven Dec 2014.

The projected modification can have a profound impact on the Indian power sector. It

touches upon completely different aspects of the world, right from segregation of

carriage and content to renewable energy and open access to tariff

rationalization then on. It's seen a mixed response: being hailed as historic by some and,

at an equivalent time, tempting the ire of a number of state governments. The bill is that

the segregation of distribution and provides areas, which can offer the buyer with

additional decisions.

The Bill additionally aims to infuse healthy competition in every distribution space,

and deals with aspects touching on promotion of renewable energy, open access, smart

grid, accessory services then on. a number of the amendments square measure seen as

much-needed and address the most important caveats and limitations of the Act.

These projected amendments necessitate vital organization of the distribution and

provide businesses of existing licensees, propose vital measures for renewable energy

promotion, as well as obligations for thermal power developers to determine renewable

generation capability and supply measures for tariff rationalization

and improvement in grid safety and security. The key intent behind the amendments

is to permit competition and higher client service while not considerably increasing

tariff.
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Who was a 3rd party vis-a-vis the contract between the board and also the

Previous dweller. The auction buyer United Nations agency buys the property when

Disconnection of the electricity provide, of the previous owner couldn't

Be thought of as a 'consumer' inside the that means of the electricity act.

The bench aforesaid.

The bench then set sure broad pointers for determinative

Such disputes. "The position thus will could also be summarized therefore

: (i) electricity arrears don't represent a charge over the property.

Therefore generally law, a transfer of premises can't be created

Liable for the dues of the previous owner/occupier, (ii) wherever the

Statutory rules or terms and conditions of provide that are statutory

In character, authorize the provider of electricity, to demand from the

Purchaser of a property claiming re-connection or contemporary affiliation of

Electricity, the arrears due by the previous owner/occupier in regard

To supply of electricity to such premises, the provider will recover the

Arrears from a buyer.

8. Shopper rights and power regulators

in a landmark judgment, that is absolute to strengthen the buyer

Protection movement within the country, the hon'ble Supreme Court has command

that shoppers and consumer association have the proper to represent before the

electricity regulative commissions.

The case relates to the proper of illustration of the customers in

Matters about electricity tariff determination. The where had

issued AN order determinative the tariff for the sale of electricity by the

Cesc restricted for the years 2000-01 and 2001-02. Being aggrieved by

The tariff the Cesc went on attractiveness to the Calcutta supreme court, which

not solely re-determined and increased the tariff, however conjointly declared that

There is no would like for public hearings and customers haven't any right to represent

before the regulative commission.

The Calcutta Supreme Court took the read that allowing an oversized

Number of customers would quantity to AN indiscriminate illustration.

It a foresaidthat such large scale interference within the proceedings would lead to .

absurdity. Quoting the samples of fixing the speed of revenue enhancement wherein












